Experimental determination of the uniaxial viscosity of low-temperature co-fired ceramic tapes by vertical sintering
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Abstract

This paper reports the experimental determination of the uniaxial viscosity for ceramic tapes made of three commercially available low-temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC), DuPont 951 (glass–ceramic), Ferro A6M (glass) and Yinfeng 8.5 (glass) by utilizing a novel vertical sintering in an optical dilatometer. The green tapes were vertically sintered at different isothermal temperatures ranging from 760 °C to 820 °C under their own weights. The densification behavior was systematically investigated through the measured sintering strains and the uniaxial viscosity was determined as a function of relative density based on a theoretical equation developed for ceramic tapes. The calculated uniaxial viscosities were compared with a previously reported model and good agreements were achieved. The activation energy for the uniaxial viscosity was found to be independent of the relative density and showed an average value of 290 ± 47 kJ/mol for the DuPont tapes but was not accessible currently for the other glass-based LTCC tapes.
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1. Introduction

The low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) tapes have been widely applied as the basic component in the miniaturized devices, providing benefits that include low cost, design flexibility, reliability and size reduction [1–4]. However, in the integration process, mismatched densification kinetics among tapes would lead to undesired defects, such as circuit damage, inaccurate element alignment, shape distortion, cracks and warpage, which would result in the performance degradation of the integrated products [5–9]. To investigate the reason for the above defects, it is necessary to get a deep understanding of the underlying sintering mechanisms for the LTCC tapes.

Usually, the sintering behavior could be regarded as the response of the green body to the sintering pressure. By assuming the sample is isotropic, the sintering behavior could be described from a macroscopic point of view by using continuum mechanical equations based on the visco-elastic theory, which was further demonstrated by Bordia and Sherer using a viscous analog [10,11]. Most LTCC materials are composed of crystallizable glass or glass matrix with ceramic particle fillers and the sintering behavior has been analyzed based on the constitutive equations [12–14]. Thus, knowledge of material’s sintering parameters such as the uniaxial viscosity (abbreviated as $E_p$) and how it evolves during the sintering process, is essential in predicting the sintering behavior of integrated LTCC tapes. Up to date, the $E_p$ has been repeatedly investigated both theoretically and experimentally [14–19]. Experimental determination of sintering parameters is essential for the optimal sintering process and the $E_p$ is usually obtained by measuring strain rates at an applied stress. Valid experimental techniques including discontinuous sinter forging and cyclic loading dilatometry have been successfully applied for the $E_p$ measurement in bulk LTCC materials [3,18,19]. However, the above-mentioned analytical techniques seem not to be applicable to the direct measurement of the $E_p$ for ceramic tapes, which would break easily under load during the dilatometric measurement mainly due to the large ratio of in-plane dimension to the thickness [20]. Up to date, only few
attempts have been adopted in the direct determination of sintering parameters for ceramic tapes. The sintering pressure of a ceramic tape was determined by Raj by utilizing a tensile load, but the anisotropic structure was ignored [21]. A beam-bending test together with a non-contact video imaging system was also adopted by Lee et al. to measure the $E_p$ of porous beam material during sintering [22]. Recently, a novel vertical sintering method was proposed by Cologna et al. and it was successfully applied in the measurement of the $E_p$ for several kinds of ceramic tapes, such as yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) tapes, gadolinium-doped cerium oxide (CGO) tapes and lanthanum strontium manganate (LSM) tapes [20,23]. In this method, the tapes were vertically aligned and sintered under the load of their own weight. And the $E_p$ could be determined through the strain rate difference induced by a small tensile stress from the tape’s weight. It has also been demonstrated that the microstructure for the vertically sintered tapes was not influenced by the tape’s weight [20,23]. However, there has been no trial on the direct measurement of the $E_p$ for LTCC tapes, although they are widely applied in the integration process.

Herein, we report the successful determination of the $E_p$ for three LTCC tapes by utilizing the novel vertical sintering method. The densification behavior of DuPont 951 Tape™, Ferro A6MTM tapes, and Kunming Yin Feng 8.5™ tapes were systematically studied. The Dupont 951 material was a glass–ceramic system and the FE and YF materials were crystalizable glass systems. The approach adopted here could be further applied to other LTCC tapes for the direct determination of the $E_p$. The dimensions of the tapes were recorded through an in-situ optical dilatometer which could be used to determine the sintering strains. Furthermore, strain rates as a function of relative density were calculated and the $E_p$ of the three LTCC tapes could be determined through a theoretical equation developed for the vertical sintering case, which was clearly explained in the next section. For DuPont 951 tapes, the activation energy for the $E_p$ was determined through the Arrhenius plots of $\ln(E_p) \sim 1/T$ but not accessible for the Ferro A6MTM tapes, and Kunming Yin Feng 8.5™ tapes in current study. The measured $E_p$ values for the three LTCC tapes were also compared with a previously reported model and a good agreement was achieved.

2. Theory description

Generally, by assuming isotropic microstructures for the sintered samples, the sintering behavior could be described based on the constitutive mechanical Eqs. (1)–(3) [3,10–13]

\[
\dot{\varepsilon}_1 = \dot{\varepsilon}_f + \frac{1}{E_p} \left[ \sigma_1 - \nu_p (\sigma_2 + \sigma_3) \right] \\
\dot{\varepsilon}_2 = \dot{\varepsilon}_f + \frac{1}{E_p} \left[ \sigma_2 - \nu_p (\sigma_1 + \sigma_3) \right] \\
\dot{\varepsilon}_3 = \dot{\varepsilon}_f + \frac{1}{E_p} \left[ \sigma_3 - \nu_p (\sigma_1 + \sigma_2) \right]
\]

where $E_p$ and $\nu_p$ are the uniaxial viscosity and the viscous poisson’s coefficient of a porous sintering body, and $\dot{\varepsilon}_f$ is the strain rate in the vertical direction for the vertically sintered tape, 2, 3, $f_1$, $f_2$, $f_3$ is the strain rate in three directions with and without externally applied stress, respectively. And the uniaxial viscosity for a uniaxially loaded sample ($\sigma_1 \neq 0$, $\sigma_2 = \sigma_3 = 0$) could be determined based on the following equation:

\[
E_p = \frac{\sigma_1}{\dot{\varepsilon}_1 - \dot{\varepsilon}_f}
\]

However, owing to an extremely large ratio of in-plane dimension to the thickness for ceramic tapes, most loading methods applied to the bulk sample could not be directly adopted and the Eq. (4) is not suitable in the determination of the uniaxial viscosity. Therefore, novel methods suitable for ceramic tapes should be developed. Recently, the $E_p$ of ceramic tapes like YSZ, CGO and LSM has been successfully obtained by utilizing a vertical sintering method. In the situation, the tape was hung freely and the only applied mechanical stress was the tape’s weight. Previous results have also demonstrated that the anisotropic microstructure would not be induced by the minimal tensile stress in the vertically sintered tapes [20,23]. Therefore, the stress could be applied continuously from the beginning to the end of the sintering cycle.

It has been demonstrated that the sintering behavior of LTCC materials could be treated as linearly viscous. By considering the sintering stress $\sigma_s$ and its own weight, the strain rate in the vertical direction for the vertically sintered tape could be described as [20]

\[
\dot{\varepsilon}_v = \frac{\rho g L}{2E_p} + \frac{\sigma_s (1-2\nu_p)}{E_p}
\]

And, since

\[
\sigma_s = \frac{E_p \dot{\varepsilon}_f}{1-2\nu_p}
\]

the uniaxial viscosity of a ceramic tape could be determined from the following equation:

\[
E_p = \frac{\rho g L}{2(\dot{\varepsilon}_v - \dot{\varepsilon}_f)}
\]

where $\dot{\varepsilon}_v$ and $\dot{\varepsilon}_f$ are the strain rates in the vertical direction of vertically and freely sintered tapes, respectively, $L$ is the instantaneous length in the vertical direction, and $\rho$ is the instantaneous density of the vertically sintered tape. By assuming an isotropic shrinkage behavior, the relative density of freely sintered sample could be calculated from the linear strain data using the following equation:

\[
\rho = \rho_0 e^{-3\varepsilon_f}
\]

However, the relative density for the vertically sintered tape should be calculated based on the equation

\[
\rho = \rho_0 e^{-2(\varepsilon_h + \varepsilon_v)}
\]

where $\rho_0$ is the relative density of the green tapes, $\varepsilon_h$ and $\varepsilon_v$ represent the strains in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, and $2\varepsilon_h$ was still used in the equation to make the
density data reliable, despite that the sintering strain in the horizontal direction of a vertically sintered sample has been demonstrated to be very close to that of a freely sintered tape [20].

From the above equations, the \( E_p \) could be directly determined as a function of relative density based on the experimentally measured strain rate difference in the vertical direction between the freely and vertically sintered tapes. Therefore, two separate sets of experiments are conducted to obtain the data required in the equation. The first one is to obtain the strain rates of freely sintered tapes and the other is to obtain the strain rates of vertically sintered tapes in the vertical direction.

3. Experimental

In this study, LTCC tapes such as DuPont 951 tape™, Ferro A6M™ tape and Yinfeng 8.5 tape were used which were called DU, FE and YF tapes hereafter. DU and FE tapes were commercially received and YF tapes were made via a typical casting process using the ceramic powder (\( \varepsilon = 8.5 \), Yinfeng New Materials Co., Ltd, Yunnan, China). DU is composed of ceramic filler particle and Pb-borosilicate glass, while FE and YF tapes are crystallizable Ca-borosilicate glass and Ca-aluminosilicate glass, respectively [24–26].

The thickness of the DU and FE tapes was measured to be around 120 \( \mu \)m and that of the YF tape was about 80 \( \mu \)m. The initial densities were determined to be 61.3\%, 48.2\%, 44.3\% for the DU, FE and YF green tapes, respectively. Both the free and vertical sintering experiments were conducted in air for the three LTCC tapes. For the free sintering case, the tapes were laid on the horizontally placed alumina support. However, a quartz glass platform was utilized for the vertical sintering case, which could clamp a small area of the tape to make the tape vertically aligned. The tapes for sintering were cut into a half dumb-bell shape with in-plane dimension of 30 mm \( \times \) 23 mm, and another 5 mm in the vertical direction was used for the fixture in the vertical sintering case. A sketch of a sintered tape is displayed in Fig. 1(a). To realize the in-situ determination of the sintering strains during the sintering process, an optical dilatometer was utilized as previously reported [27]. The sintering strains for the freely sintered tape was determined through dimension changes in the horizontal direction (indicated as \( W \)) and the strains for the vertically sintered tape were determined in the horizontal and vertical directions (indicated as \( W \) and \( L \)). A recoded image of the vertically sintered tape is shown in Fig. 1(b). The sintering behavior was investigated at different isothermal temperatures. For the isothermal tests, the tapes were first heated to 450 °C at 5 °C/min and held for 1 h to remove the organic compounds. The images were recorded starting from 450 °C till the end of the sintering process and there existed no dimension changes for the studied tapes after soaking at 450 °C for 1 h. Then, the tapes were heated at a ramping rate of 10 °C min\(^{-1}\) to the isothermal sintering temperatures, such as 760 °C, 780 °C, 800 °C and 820 °C and held for another 4 h. Such long soaking time was used to assure a wide range of density for the obtained \( E_p \). To determine the sintering strains of the ceramic tapes, the dimensions of the freely and vertically sintered tapes were recorded by the in-situ optical dilatometer at 60 s intervals with a resolution of about 4 \( \mu \)m. The sintering strains and densification curves could be obtained by calculating the dimensional changes measured from the recorded images. The relative density was calculated from the strains obtained from the free and vertical sintering process using Eqs. (8) and (9).

To characterize the microstructure of the investigated LTCC tapes, freely and vertically sintered tapes with the same density were used. To minimize the influence of edge effect, the central part in the tape’s plane was selected for the following polishing process. Each piece of tape was ground and polished to a 1 \( \mu \)m finish. The polished surfaces of the tapes were then coated with a thin gold conductive layer for the examination of the pore morphology by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, SSX-550, Shimadzu, Japan). The length and angle of pores in the SEM image were determined through the image software (Adobe Photoshop CS6). Then, the pore orientation was obtained by analyzing the statistical data acquired from the images. By comparing the pore orientation, the microstructure could be determined to be isotropic or anisotropic for the vertically sintered tapes.

![Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration for the dimension of the tapes used in free (F) and vertical (V) sintering. (b) Photograph of a vertically hung tape sintered at 800 °C.](image-url)
4. Results and discussions

Both free and vertical sintering experiments were conducted for DU, FE and YF tapes. The calculated strain data for the samples isothermally treated at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 2. The true strain was used in the calculation of all sintering strains because of the large deformation involved in sintering; i.e., \( \varepsilon_L = \ln(L_t/L_0) \), \( \varepsilon_H = \ln(W_t/W_0) \), where \( L_0 \), \( W_0 \), and \( L_t \), \( W_t \) are the original and instantaneous lengths of the tape in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. Owing to the tensile stress from the tape's weight, it can be deduced that the sintering strain might be reduced in the vertical direction, but was most probably increased in the horizontal direction. However, previous reports suggested that the strain in the horizontal direction of a vertically sintered tape was nearly equal to that of a freely sintered tape[20]. This assumption would affect the calculation precision of the
sintering density hereafter [23]. Therefore, the actual horizontal strains were measured in this study and used in Eq. (9) for the density determination of the tapes. Fig. 3 shows the calculated density data of both freely and vertically sintered DU, FE and YF ceramic tapes based on the strain data in Fig. 2. It could be clearly detected from Fig. 2 that the strains increased with elevating the sintering temperature for all the sintered tapes and the strains in the vertical direction for the vertically sintered tapes were smaller than those of the freely sintered tapes. As can be also observed in Fig. 2, there was only a small deviation between the horizontal strains and free sintering strains and the result was consistent with previous reports [23], which implies that the sintering behavior of the ceramic tape in the horizontal direction was not remarkably affected by a small tensile stress [23]. As shown in Fig. 3, the relative density increased at elevated temperatures and the density value of the freely sintered tapes was higher than that of the vertically sintered tapes. For both the freely and vertically sintered tapes, the density increased with elevating the isothermal sintering temperatures, indicating that the densification behavior was closely related with the isothermal temperature. And the reason for the promoted densification process at relatively higher temperatures could be attributed to the fact that the mobility of the viscous flow was enhanced, which could promote the rearrangement of particles and the growth of necks between particles. The difference of the final density of the freely and vertically sintered tapes could be assigned to the weight of the tape, which plays a role like a tensile stress and impedes the densification process.

Moreover, it could be also observed from Figs. 2 and 3 that the differences of strain and density between the freely and vertically sintered tapes in DU tapes were smaller than those in FE and YF tapes. That is to say, the tape’s own weight had minor influence in the vertically sintered DU tapes compared with the FE and YF tapes. The reason for this difference could be ascribed to the different density at the start of the isothermal sintering and the different densification process. As seen in Fig. 3, the initial density for the DU tapes was higher than that of the FE and YF tapes, which would lead to much higher resistance to the tape’s own weight. The DU system is composed of ceramic fillers and glass, being densified based on a viscous sintering mechanism. However, the FE and YF tapes were composed of the crystallizable glass, being involved in a complex chemical reaction and a viscous sintering. The different densification process involved in the sintering would result in different densification behavior for the currently studied tapes.

Fig. 4 shows the strain rate data as a function of density for the three LTCC tapes under both free and vertical sintering, which were obtained by fitting exponential function to the strain vs. time curves in Fig. 2 in combination with the density values shown in Fig. 3. It can be observed that a large strain rate difference between the freely and vertically sintered samples existed in the initial low-density region and the difference became smaller with the increase of the sample density. The obvious strain rate difference in the low-density region could be mainly attributed to the relatively low creep resistance to the tensile stress. It is well known that necks between the ceramic particles are formed in the middle stage of sintering and the growth occurs mainly in the final stage of sintering. In the low-density region, only few necks could exist between the particles, resulting in a small load-bearing area and thus a low resistance to the small tensile stress. However, as the sintering proceeded and density increased, more necks were formed and grown up, which would result in increased load-bearing area and the strain rate difference would become smaller [13,20]. Smaller strain rate differences with increasing sample density could be observed in Fig. 4, which was consistent with the above predictions. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the creep resistance of the LTCC tapes

![Fig. 4. Sintering strain rate as a function of relative density for freely and vertically sintered ceramic tapes at different isothermal temperatures: (a) DU, (b) FE and (c) YF tapes.](image-url)
should be enhanced with increasing density, which might lead to the increase of the $E_p$. To determine the $E_p$ values for the tapes, Eq. (7) could be applied based on the data shown in Fig. 4.

However, an isotropic microstructure of the sintered tape was an implied essential precondition for the use of Eq. (7). It has been reported that the anisotropic microstructure did not appear in the vertically sintered YSZ, CGO and LSM tapes [20,23]. To confirm the isotropic microstructure in currently studied LTCC tapes, microstructures of the LTCC tapes were examined by employing SEM. By comparing the SEM images of freely and vertically sintered YF tapes at a same density of 84% in Fig. 5(a) and (b), it can be seen that no obvious microstructure difference could be observed. That's to say, the structure of the pores in the vertically sintered tapes was hardly influenced by their own weights. To quantitatively describe the pore orientation, the long axis of each pore in combination with the corresponding angel of this axis to the horizontal direction (indicated in Fig. 5, gravity angle is 90° and 270°) was used. Tens of SEM images with three hundred pores were examined by employing SEM. By comparing the SEM images of freely and vertically sintered YF tapes at a same density of 84% in Fig. 5(a) and (b), it can be seen that no obvious microstructure difference could be observed. That's to say, the structure of the pores in the vertically sintered tapes was hardly influenced by their own weights. To quantitatively describe the pore orientation, the long axis of each pore in combination with the corresponding angel of this axis to the horizontal direction (indicated in Fig. 5, gravity angle is 90° and 270°) was used. Tens of SEM images with three hundred pores were

![Fig. 5. The SEM images of the YF tapes (a) freely sintered and (b) vertically sintered at 780 °C, and qualitative analysis of the pore orientation for (c) the freely sintered YF tapes, and (d–f) the vertically sintered YF tapes, DU tapes and FE tapes, respectively.](image-url)
examined and the acquired data was used for the pore orientation analysis. The length of the pores in the same angular segment was added together and then the cumulated lengths at different angular segments were divided by the length near the angle of 0°. The obtained length ratio was used as the radial coordinates, from which a clear comparison of the pore length could be observed. The pore orientations of the freely and vertically sintered YF tapes are displayed in Fig. 5(c) and (d). As observed in Fig. 5(c), the pores in the freely sintered tape were randomly orientated, which was a typical characteristic of an isotropic microstructure. And the isotropic microstructure of the vertically sintered YF tapes could be also confirmed based on the pore orientation result in Fig. 5(d). The results indicated that the microstructure was not influenced by a small tensile stress in vertical sintering cases. The same results could be also found in the vertically sintered DU and FE tapes, as shown in Fig. 5(e) and (f). Therefore, Eq. (7) could be effectively utilized in the calculation of the $E_p$ for the currently studied LTCC tapes.

By using the strain rate difference shown in Fig. 4, the calculated uniaxial viscosities of the studied tapes as a function of their relative densities are shown in Fig. 6. At each isothermal temperature, the $E_p$ could be only calculated in a limited density range and the $E_p$ value in the final stage of densification could not be accurately evaluated with the present method, due to the fact that the small tensile load (its gravity) could not induce any appreciable strain rate difference. It can be clearly seen that the $E_p$ curve for the three materials varied in a non-linear relation with the relative density. At a fixed isothermal temperature, the $E_p$ was relatively low in the low-density region but increased fast as the density increased. The low $E_p$ values observed in the low-density region could be assigned to the small necks between ceramic particles or glass powders and thus a small load-bearing area. The $E_p$ increased rapidly as the densification proceeded, mainly as a result of the development of the inter-particle neck and thus the increase of the load-bearing area [13]. However, when compared at a fixed
density, the $E_p$ value increased with decreasing isothermal temperature for the three studied tapes, which could be probably related to the grain growth in the ceramic tapes. It has been reported that the rapid grain growth in the final stage of sintering would contribute to the obvious increase of the viscosity [28].

Since both creep and densification are thermally activated processes, the uniaxial viscosity for the DU tapes could be described by the following equation [13]:

$$E_p = f(\rho) e^{Q/RT} \quad (10)$$

where $Q$ is the activation energy for the uniaxial viscosity, $R$ is the gas constant and $T$ is the absolute temperature. Therefore, the activation energy for the $E_p$ could be determined from the Arrhenius plots of $\ln(E_p) \sim 1/T$ at certain densities, as shown in Fig. 7. For the DU tapes, the $\ln(E_p)$ values were selected at fixed relative densities of 82%, 85%, 88% and 91%. It can be seen from Fig. 7(a) that there exists an almost linear relationship at several different densities and the lines are almost parallel to each other, suggesting that the activation energy of the $E_p$ is nearly independent on density for the DU tapes. The activation energy $Q$ value was determined to be $290 \pm 47$ kJ/mol. Plots of the $\ln(E_p)$ against $1/T$ for the FE and YF tapes are shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c), which were selected at different relative densities. However, it can be obviously observed that the plots for the two kinds of tapes did not exhibit any obvious linear relationship. Moreover, the fitted lines for the plots intersected at some points, which would result in large errors for the determination of activation energy value. Therefore, the activation energy for the $E_p$ of the FE and YF tapes was not accessible since they were crystallizable-glass based systems, which are usually involved in viscous sintering mechanism together with a complex chemical reaction [13]. Hence, more experimental data as well as the phase contents at different temperatures were needed, which was beyond the present work.

A number of theoretical models have been proposed to describe the viscosity–density relation. However, the currently investigated LTCC systems could be only compared with some models based on a viscous sintering mechanism. A well-developed model proposed by Raj et al. was built based on the sintering behavior of glass powder [29]. For comparison, all $E_p$ values were normalized by an initial $E_p$ value at the onset of isothermal sintering ($\rho_{\text{iso}}$ at $\rho_{\text{iso}} = 0.75$ for DU tapes, $\rho_{\text{iso}} = 0.705$ for FE tapes and $\rho_{\text{iso}} = 0.56$ for YF tapes) in order to eliminate the effect of the sintering temperatures, where $\rho_{\text{iso}}$ is the initial density at the isothermal stage, $\rho$ and $\rho_{\text{iso}}$ are the instantaneous density during the isothermal stage and the theoretical density, respectively. The normalized $E_p$ defined as $E_p = (E_p(\rho/\rho_{\text{iso}}))/E_p(\rho_{\text{iso}})$ for three tapes were plotted as a function of density and compared with the values predicted by the Raj’s model, as shown in Fig. 8. It can be found that the Raj’s model performed reasonably well in predicting the uniaxial viscosity evolution for the currently studied LTCC tapes. Therefore, the experimental determined $E_p$ values for the three LTCC tapes keep good agreements with the Raj’s model.

5. Conclusions

The densification behavior of three LTCC tapes made of DU, FE, and YF ceramic was investigated at different isothermal temperatures by means of a lab-made optical dilatometer and their uniaxial viscosities were measured by utilizing a novel vertical sintering method. This approach was realized based on the measurement of the strain rate difference of freely and vertically sintered tapes caused by a continuous but a very low tensile stress, that is, its own weight during the sintering process. The microstructure of the ceramic tapes after free and vertical sintering was carefully examined in order to validate the use of the developed equations. The results could be summarized as follows:

1. The novel vertical sintering method could be effectively utilized to determine the uniaxial viscosity as a function of relative density for the LTCC tapes based on the fact that isotropic microstructure was verified by the examination of the pore orientation.
2. For the investigated tapes, the experimentally determined uniaxial viscosities change in a non-linear relation with density, exhibiting a slight increase in the low-density region and a fast rise in the high density region, and show a good agreement with the Raj’s model.
3. The activation energy $Q$ of the uniaxial viscosity was computed from the Arrhenius plots for the DU tapes and the value was determined to be $290 \pm 47$ kJ/mol, and however it was not available for FE and YF tapes owing to their complex sintering process involved in the glass-based system.
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